
BID Announcement for Companies

Cabinda Gulf Oil Company Ltd (CABGOC), Chevron subsidiary is one of Angola’s top petroleum producers, is
going to be issuing a Tender for the services described below:

BID Announcement Number: 2023.05.02 - RFBA - 192 - FE

Scope of Work:

Contractor shall provide the following services:

Contractor shall provide decommission of well head platform (WHP), Flare structures and pipelines which have
no future utility in accordance with PD91/18. The overall scope of work will encompass the following:

Inspecting the pipeline(s) for leaks and the presence of Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material
(NORM) at tube turns and risers.

•

Removing the casings associated to the wells of WHP.•
Flushing / cleaning the connecting pipelines between WHP/remote Flare structure and associated
production platforms in accordance with PD 98/3 (30ppm hydrocarbons).

•

Abandoning the connecting pipeline(s) between the WHP/remote Flare and production platform(s) in
place by cutting the lines at each end and burying the ends 1m (3 feet) below the mud line.

Uncover tube turn near the Jacket if buried or covered with debris.♠
Remove a 5-10-foot-long section of horizontal pipeline past the tube turn.
Secure/transport removed section with Jacket.

♠

The horizontal section of tube turns which remains attached to the Jacket should not
protrude more than 5 feet to avoid longer cantilevered sections.

♠

Jet down the end of the pipeline to be AiP a minimum of 3 feet below natural bottom.♠
Cover the end of the AiP pipeline with 3:1 bag to be level with surrounding natural
bottom.

♠

o

•

Removing risers (production and WHP/Flare side)•
Cutting the jacket legs and piles 5m below the mudline using an internal or external cutting method.•
Lifting and backloading the jacket and piles and other associated salvaged material on barges.•
Onshore offloading and proper disposal of the salvaged material at an approved disposal facility.•
Verify compliance with end-state requirements for each location.•
Deliver as-left completion documentation.•

If a company is qualified based on the described services and material provider and is interested in being
considered for participation in that tender they can submit their information through our website
https://angola.chevron.com Suppliers page, BID Announcement; fill the Supplier information form and forward
to concurso@chevron.com within the time stipulated in the internet.
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